
“MARKS OF A GOOD SHEPHERD” 
I Peter 5:1-4 

MAIN IDEA:  A faithful shepherding ministry for Christ and others will be rewarded.                             1/13/19   
o Introduction (I Peter 1:1-2) 
o Salvation (I Peter 1:3-2:12) 
o Submission (I Peter 2:13-3:12) 
o Suffering (I Peter 3:13-5:11) 

Ø Responding to Our Persecutors (3:13-4:6) 
Ø Responding to God (4:7) 
Ø Responding to One Another (4:8-11) 
Ø Responding to Our Trials (4:12-19) 
Ø Responding to the Flock (5:1-4) 

I. ______ SPEAKS TO THE SHEPHERDS? (I Peter 5:1) 
A. One who didn’t ________ himself above the elders:  a ______-elder 
B. One who __________ himself with Jesus:  a _______ of His __________ 
C. One who __________ the reward:  a _________ of the future ______ 

 

II. _______ A SHEPHERD TO DO? (I Peter 5:2-4) 
A. The _________ of a faithful ministry (I Pet. 5:2a)  (_____ to do) 

• The _________ charge (cp. John 21:15-17):  _________ the _______. 
Ø Not ___________ the sheep (catering to their pleasures and desires) 
Ø Not ________ or ________ the sheep (using them to their own advantage) 
Ø Not merely ________ the sheep (studying, preaching, and teaching only) 

• The ______ responsibilities  
Ø _________ the sheep (Psa. 23:2-3) 
Ø _________ the sheep  (John 21:15, 17; Ezek. 34:1-3; Eph. 4:11; I Tim. 5:17; II Tim. 

4:2; Tit. 1:9) 
Ø _________ the sheep (oversight—Acts 20:28; Phil. 1:1; I Tim 3:2; Tit. 1:7; I Pet. 5:2; 

Prov. 27:23) 
Ø ___________ the sheep (from false teachers—Acts 20:29-30; John 10:12-13; Ezek. 

34;5-6; II Tim. 4:3-4; Tit. 1:9) 
Ø _________ the wounds of the sheep (Ezek. 34:4) 
Ø _________ the lost and wandering sheep (Ezek. 34:4-6; Luke 15:3-7) 
Ø _________ close to the sheep (Zech. 11:17; John 10:12)  

B. The _________ of a faithful ministry (I Pet. 5:2b)  (_____ to do it) 
• Not motivated by ______ or _________ (the danger of ________ or _________) 

Ø ________ pressure:  the _____ of God to service (I Cor. 9:16-17) 
Ø ________ pressure:  ________ (pleasing men—Gal. 1:10; I Thess. 2:2-6) or 

________ (not feeling compulsion to do it, but willingly/cheerfully—II Cor.9:7) 
• Not motivated by ________ or __________ gain (the danger of _______) 

Ø Church leaders can be _____ for their service (I Cor. 9:1-14; I Tim. 5:17-18). 
Ø Leaders should not be motivated by _____ (I Tim. 3:3, 8; Tit. 1:7; cp.  Isa. 56:11; 

Jer. 6:13; 8:10; Mic. 3:11; Tit. 1:11; II Pet. 2:3). 
C. The _________ of a faithful ministry (I Pet. 5:3a)  (_____ to do it) 

• Not motivated by ________ or ________ (the danger of ______) 
• Not ________ it over the flock (cp. Ezek. 34:4; Matt. 20:25-28) 

Ø Because they are the flock of _____ (5:2) 
Ø Because they are _________ to the leader’s charge (5:4) 

D. The _________ of a faithful ministry (I Pet. 5:3b) (_____ to follow) 
• ________ to the flock (cp. I Tim. 4:12; Tit. 2:7) 
• Only as we ______ (________) our Shepherd (I Cor. 11:1; Phil. 3:17; 4:9) 

E. The _________ of a faithful ministry (I Pet. 5:4) (______ to be evaluated) 
• Under-shepherds _________ to the chief Shepherd (cp. I Pet. 2:25) 
• Another motivation for serving faithfully:  future day of _______ (I Pet. 5:4; cp. I Cor. 

9:25; I Thess. 2:19; II Tim. 4:8; Jas. 1:12; Rev. 2:10) 
 

Evaluate your ministry. . .  What kind of ministry will be rewarded? 
v A ministry with a right ________:  concentrating on shepherding people. 
v A ministry with right ________:  not motivated by pressure, popularity, profit, or power. . . serving willingly and eagerly. 
v A ministry with a right _______:  being a servant instead of a dictator. 
v A ministry with a right ______:  presenting an example worth following. 



“MARKS OF A GOOD SHEPHERD” 
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MAIN IDEA:  A faithful shepherding ministry for Christ and others will be rewarded.                             1/13/19   
o Introduction (I Peter 1:1-2) 
o Salvation (I Peter 1:3-2:12) 
o Submission (I Peter 2:13-3:12) 
o Suffering (I Peter 3:13-5:11) 

Ø Responding to Our Persecutors (3:13-4:6) 
Ø Responding to God (4:7) 
Ø Responding to One Another (4:8-11) 
Ø Responding to Our Trials (4:12-19) 
Ø Responding to the Flock (5:1-4) 

I. WHO SPEAKS TO THE SHEPHERDS? (I Peter 5:1) 
A. One who didn’t elevate himself above the elders:  a fellow-elder 
B. One who identified himself with Jesus:  a witness of His sufferings 
C. One who anticipated the reward:  a partaker of the future glory 

 

II. WHAT’S A SHEPHERD TO DO? (I Peter 5:2-4) 
A. The mission of a faithful ministry (I Pet. 5:2a)  (what to do) 

• The familiar charge (cp. John 21:15-17):  shepherd the sheep. 
Ø Not entertaining the sheep (catering to their pleasures and desires) 
Ø Not fleecing or shearing the sheep (using them to their own advantage) 
Ø Not merely feeding the sheep (studying, preaching, and teaching only) 

• The full responsibilities  
Ø Leading the sheep (Psa. 23:2-3) 
Ø Feeding the sheep  (John 21:15, 17; Ezek. 34:1-3; Eph. 4:11; I Tim. 5:17; II Tim. 

4:2; Tit. 1:9) 
Ø Watching the sheep (oversight—Acts 20:28; Phil. 1:1; I Tim 3:2; Tit. 1:7; I Pet. 5:2; 

Prov. 27:23) 
Ø Protecting the sheep (from false teachers—Acts 20:29-30; John 10:12-13; Ezek. 

34;5-6; II Tim. 4:3-4; Tit. 1:9) 
Ø Binding the wounds of the sheep (Ezek. 34:4) 
Ø Seeking the lost and wandering sheep (Ezek. 34:4-6; Luke 15:3-7) 
Ø Staying close to the sheep (Zech. 11:17; John 10:12)  

B. The motives of a faithful ministry (I Pet. 5:2b)  (how to do it) 
• Not motivated by force or pressure (the danger of pressure or popularity) 

Ø Godly pressure:  the call of God to service (I Cor. 9:16-17) 
Ø Ungodly pressure:  external (pleasing men—Gal. 1:10; I Thess. 2:2-6) or internal 

(not feeling compulsion to do it, but willingly/cheerfully—II Cor.9:7) 
• Not motivated by selfish or financial gain (the danger of profit) 

Ø Church leaders can be paid for their service (I Cor. 9:1-14; I Tim. 5:17-18). 
Ø Leaders should not be motivated by greed (I Tim. 3:3, 8; Tit. 1:7; cp.  Isa. 56:11; 

Jer. 6:13; 8:10; Mic. 3:11; Tit. 1:11; II Pet. 2:3). 
C. The manner of a faithful ministry (I Pet. 5:3a)  (how to do it) 

• Not motivated by position or authority (the danger of power) 
• Not lording it over the flock (cp. Ezek. 34:4; Matt. 20:25-28) 

Ø Because they are the flock of God (5:2) 
Ø Because they are allotted to the leader’s charge (5:4) 

D. The model of a faithful ministry (I Pet. 5:3b) (who to follow) 
• Examples to the flock (cp. I Tim. 4:12; Tit. 2:7) 
• Only as we model (imitate) our Shepherd (I Cor. 11:1; Phil. 3:17; 4:9) 

E. The memory of a faithful ministry (I Pet. 5:4) (when to be evaluated) 
• Under-shepherds accountable to the chief Shepherd (cp. I Pet. 2:25) 
• Another motivation for serving faithfully:  future day of reward (I Pet. 5:4; cp. I Cor. 

9:25; I Thess. 2:19; II Tim. 4:8; Jas. 1:12; Rev. 2:10) 
 

Evaluate your ministry. . .  What kind of ministry will be rewarded? 
v A ministry with a right mission:  concentrating on shepherding people. 
v A ministry with right motives:  not motivated by pressure, popularity, profit, or power. . . serving willingly and eagerly. 
v A ministry with a right manner:  being a servant instead of a dictator. 
v A ministry with a right model:  presenting an example worth following. 


